SIREN SHORES
PASSION FRUIT SAISON

Ahoy, weary sailor! Heed the call of the North Coast’s “inland seas” and plunge into an effervescent maelstrom of sweet passion fruit, zesty spices, and tempting tropical fruit aromas.

**ABOUT THE STYLE:**
Saison (“season” in French) was originally produced in southern Belgian farmhouses using ingredients grown on the farm. At first low in alcohol content to sate the thirst of summer farmhands, higher strength versions appeared after WWII, retaining the style’s humble origins despite being brewed commercially. Although a very versatile style, saisons tend to be pale, refreshing, and dry with high carbonation and a fruity, spicy yeast character.

**ABOUT THE LABEL:**
The North Coast’s “five sisters” —AKA the Great Lakes—inspired our Passion Fruit Saison’s enchanting and dramatic label artwork. Scan the horizon beyond the siren sisters’ ingredient offerings and you’ll spot iconic landmarks from each Great Lake rising above the tumultuous waves.

**AVAILABILITY:**
May

**PACKAGING:**
Legendary Series 4-Pack, Draft

**PAIRS WITH:**
Grilled salmon, charcuterie, and splashing around.

**FLAVOR:**
Surrender to the sweet harmony of luscious passion fruit, candied ginger, and pink peppercorn.

**INGREDIENTS:**

**HOPS:**
Mosaic®

**MALTS:**
2-Row Base Malt, Munich, White Wheat

**SPECIAL:**
Passion Fruit Purée, Candied Ginger, Pink Peppercorns